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Europe faces potential financial risks: BoE
Businesses and households across Britain and EU vulnerable to no-deal Brexit

LONDON: In this file photo, Pedestrians walk past the Bank of England in the City of London. Europe’s financial system faces “potential risks” to its stability arising from a no-deal Brexit, the Bank of England warned yesterday as it extended its
weekly lending facilities to include euros. — AFP

LONDON: Europe’s financial system faces “potential
risks” to its stability arising from a no-deal Brexit, the
Bank of England warned yesterday, as it extended its
weekly lending facilities to include euros. With just 24
days to go until Britain is set to leave the European
Union, the BoE said businesses and households across
Britain and the EU were vulnerable.

The BoE said it had activated a swap line with the
European Central Bank, which will provide euros in
exchange for British pounds.

Brussels and London are furiously trying to steer
away from a dreaded “no-deal” divorce that could
wreak havoc on global markets.

The BoE warned yesterday that “some disruption to
cross-border services is possible and, in the absence of
other actions by EU authorities, some potential risks to
financial stability remain.

“Although these would primarily affect EU house-
holds and businesses, they could also be expected to

spill back to the UK in ways that cannot be fully antici-
pated and mitigated,” it added in a statement.

The British central bank made the remarks in min-
utes from its Financial Policy Committee (FPC) meeting
that was held on February 26. The BoE also said it was
further stepping up its lending facilities for commercial
banks over the next few months.

A week after the bank said it would increase the fre-
quency of existing market-wide sterling cash loans
from monthly to weekly, the BoE yesterday added that
this would be extended to euros. “The FPC welcomes
the recent Bank decision to increase the frequency of
the Bank’s sterling liquidity operations and to initiate a
new weekly Liquidity Facility in Euros (LiFE), alongside
the existing weekly dollar lending facility,” it said. The
European Central Bank said in a separate statement
that the BoE’s euro facility was a “prudent and precau-
tionary step” aimed at supporting the smooth function-
ing of markets that serve households and businesses.

Eurozone central banks would also be ready to lend
British pounds to commercial lenders in the single cur-
rency zone, the ECB said.

‘Normal contingency planning’ 
Bank of England governor Mark Carney last week

said that such liquidity measures were “part of normal
contingency planning” and that commercial banks were
functioning well.

The central bank carried out the same measure
ahead of and following Britain’s referendum on leaving
the EU in June 2016. This helps banks and the wider
financial industry keep ticking over during periods of
market turbulence. 

Similar lending was also carried out in 2008 during
the global financial crisis.

Britain is on course to leave the EU on March 29,
although there has been increasing talk of a possible
delay. Ahead of Brexit, authorities in Britain, including

the Bank of England, have also agreed with the United
States to maintain how multi-trillion-dollar financial
transactions are carried out between the two countries.

The agreement concerns trades of derivatives-secu-
rities whose value is based on an asset such as curren-
cies, stocks and commodities. The EU’s chief Brexit
negotiator Michel Barnier meets Britain’s negotiating
team on Tuesday as both sides seek a breakthrough.

The sitdown comes after Barnier said on Saturday
that the EU was ready to give London further guaran-
tees to help push a troubled divorce deal through
British parliament. Barnier also suggested European
leaders would be amenable to a short “technical” delay
in Britain’s departure from the EU, in order to give par-
liament time to formally ratify a final divorce deal. His
small overture to Britain has raised hopes that both
sides can find a solution, including to the so-called
“backstop” plan for the Irish border, a major sticking
point for pro-Brexit MPs. — AFP 

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: A Belgian trade delegation is
currently visiting Kuwait  to promote
investment and trade. A trade exhibition
was held in connection with the visit of
the delegation at the Four Points Hotel
in Kuwait City yesterday in which
around 28 companies participated.  

The delegation is mostly banking on
the advantage of the advanced Belgian
technology and innovation especially in
the fields of sports and entertainment.
Piet Heirbaut, Belgian Ambassador to
Kuwait officially graced and inaugurat-
ed the trade mission in the presence of
many potential investors. 

“I am happy to inaugurate this event
today. This is a very focused event to
help people in Kuwait decide on ven-
turing into new businesses in collabo-
ration with Belgian commerce and
industry. Our business interests in

Kuwait are growing and we have seen
the interest of Kuwaiti business com-
munity as well. It’s a good sign and
Kuwait is a country that has a very
bright vision about its future. And I
believe that this is a very exciting time
for all of us.  We are in full support of
the business people who are here
today and we hope for a very fruitful
business venture with you all. Thank
you for supporting Belgian companies,”
he said. 

One of the companies present during

the event was Grassmaster, a pioneer in
hybrid pitches, whose ultimate goal is to
develop and reinforce the durability of
natural grass pitches for sports such as
football, rugby and American football.
“Our technology is now being used in
Kuwait as we are  the company chosen
to reinforce Sheikh Jaber Stadium,” said
Yves De Cooker,  Grassmaster Tarkett
Sports. The grass company is proud of
its optimal playing characteristics dur-
ing intense and heavy use. 

Another company, Dirty Monitor

also wants to share their expertise in
the world of digital art, as they gained
international recognition when they col-
laborated in various international events
and festivities.  They offer the audience
a unique visual and immersive experi-
ence as they were tasked to light up the
stage at the opening of Opera House,
Sheikh Jaber Stadium and the Al-
Shaheed Park in Kuwait City. They were
contracted to showcase their digital art
prowess in the major cities of the world
such as Paris, London and Hong Kong. 

Belgian trade 
delegation woos 
Kuwaiti investors 

KUWAIT: Piet Heirbaut, Belgian Ambassador to Kuwait,  addresses the delegates during
the trade exhibition.Piet Heirbaut

TOKYO: Former auto industry titan Carlos Ghosn moved
a step closer to freedom yesterday as a Tokyo court
unexpectedly granted him bail after more than three
months in a detention cell.  It was the latest twist in a
case that has gripped Japan and the business world since
the tycoon’s shock arrest on November 19 over suspi-
cions of financial misconduct.

But it was not clear how soon he could be free.
Prosecutors were appealing the decision, and with bail
set at one billion yen ($9 million), Ghosn’s lead lawyer
acknowledged it would take time to raise the money.
“Even if his bail is confirmed on appeal, we won’t be able
to gather the bail amount today,” Junichiro Hironaka told
local media, suggesting a today release was more likely.
Prosecutors could also rearrest Ghosn on fresh allega-
tions to keep the 64-year-old in custody.

“The facts of this case are such... that it would be
quite normal to release him,” the former CEO’s French
lawyer Jean-Yves Le Borgne told RTL radio. Under his
bail terms, Ghosn is banned from leaving Japan and must
adhere to conditions aimed at preventing him from flee-
ing or destroying evidence.—AFP

Third time lucky: 
Ex-Nissan chief 
Ghosn wins bail 


